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Introduction
If law and order is a function of state the early colonial 1841 Hong Kong government
police force was only thirty-two strong under Captain Caine the first magistrate to
control the civilian, military residents, thieves, triads and bold pirates.
As the population increased so did crime. In May 1844 the government passed
Ordinance No.12 to provide the establishment of a police force. Piracy was rife so in
1847 The Harbour Office at Aberdeen was combined with police duties.
Triad groups from early days became a permanent feature of colonial life. In 1872
there was a call for police volunteers to serve in Hong Kong. In 1889 the police
strength of Europeans, Indians and Chinese officers was 93 but there were many
resignations and nearly as deaths as dismissals or desertions.1890s the force was
bolstered by Chinese recruits from Weihaiwei.
The low pay of Indian Constables was raised in Finance Committee in 1891 and the
Colonial Secretary made short frith of the Indian police petition.
In 1891 a new police station was erected up the hill from Aberdeen waterfront main
road. This article that follows is no more than a pastiche in an attempt to garner
interest from former or serving Hong Kong police officers about the old Aberdeen
Police Station's future.
The SAR government has classified the old station building as Heritage Class II.
However, from recent visits to the building its maintenance, natural decay and
government benign neglect lacks an alternative adaptive use to keep the building in
sound order for the years to come.

Aberdeen Village
Aberdeen is the oldest fishing village on the south coast of Hong Kong Island. The
village was named after the 4th Earl of Aberdeen, the British Prime Minister 1852
to1855. Its local Chinese name “Heung Gong Tsai” (香港仔) 'Little
Fragrant Harbour' refers to fragrant incense wood for worship
exported from the village. During the dying throes of the Ming,
pirates, secret societies and various fishermen clans gathered at
the sheltered anchorage. Among the clans were the Tanka people
蜑家/疍家 meaning the 'egg people' who commonly live on their
bamboo covered fishing craft shaped like a half an egg.

Aberdeen Fisherman Culture
Fishermen everywhere are more inclined to contemplate their fortunes and safety as
they are constantly at the mercy of natural elements over which they had little
control. The supernatural element is important to the local community's welfare,
religious life for protection. In the early days the Aberdeen 1851 Tin Hau Temple was
the centre of the floating village on the water's edge.
Tin Hau is the sea goddess; the Aberdeen Tin Hau temple is oriented towards the
sea. The local fishermen believe that their patron saint keeps a constant watch over
them in case of distress.
Due to successive land reclamation the Tin Hau Temple is removed from the
shoreline.

Hong Kong Law & Order
Law and order is a state function. Following the cession to Hong Kong in 1841 on 30
April 1841 Captain Elliot Plenipotentiary appointed his first colonial government
officer with Captain William Caine 26th Regiment of Infantry the Cameronions as the
first magistrate with wide judicial powers to maintain the peace and order in the
community. The first thirty-two police recruits were European and Indian troops who
conversed in pidgin English. Caine suspected that the triads had already infiltrated
Hong Kong as early as 1842. The force were first known as the 'luk yee' as they
wore green uniforms but better later known as 'chai yan'. The latter term is still used
in Hong Kong. Highway robberies and burglaries were commonplace - even the
governor was robbed as the indigenous population had little respect for foreigner's
laws. Europeans were subject to English law while Chinese were dealt with by laws,
custom and usages of China.
Piracy, burglaries and robberies increased. Desperate measures were needed so
Caine ordered in 1843 that all Chinese had to carry a lantern after 8 p.m. and no one
was permitted to be on the streets after 10 p.m. without a pass. Even Government
House was not immune and burgled in April 1843.
Hong Kong Police Force Established
On 1 May 1844 to handle the high crime rate the Colonial Hong Kong Government
passed Ordinance No. 12 which provided for the establishment of a police force.
Caine was appointed Police Magistrate and Sheriff & Provost Marshal.

On 28 February 1845 Inspector of the Metropolitan Police Force vigorous speaking
Charles May arrived in Hong Kong appointed as Capt. Superintendent of Police the
first police officer to forge a 171-strong police force Europeans, Indians and
Chinese.
There was a a paucity of interpreters, irregularities in the
courts meting out harsh punishments, public executions
and floggings with doubtful evidence. After a protest
public floggings were suspended in January 1847 but
after pressure from the European merchants May resumed
the practice.
Piracy continued to be a serious matter for the authorities.The first anti-piracy
legislation was passed. In January 1847, Governor Davis directed the execution of
pirate Chun Teen-soong, a “black Chinaman” of Indian father and Chinese mother,
convicted of murder of a European. On that occasion, all prisoners were led out to
watch the execution 'pour dissuader les autres'.
To reduce piracy In 1847 measurers taken included the
combination of the Harbour Office and Police duties. Police
Inspectors were stationed at Aberdeen, Yaumatei, Shaukeiwan
and East Point (Whitfield). The police station located at
Queen's Road East (designated No.3) used as a post office for
many years is still in use.
Police Volunteers for Duty in HK 1872
Single men willing to proceed to Hong Kong. Pay 40 dollars equals 9 sterling per
month to serve for 5 years. Supply of clothing and free quarters provided. Free
passage and expenses to place of embarkation.
in 1884 the Tsim Sha Tsui Marine
Police Headquarters was constructed
near the old site, comprising a main
building, a stable block time ball,
signal tower and typhoon warning gun
just before the completion of the
Observatory. A favourite watering hole
patronised by expatriate police
officers was The Commercial Hotel,
proprietor Mr. Maclehose, was opened
that year.

Hong Kong Police Strength 1866-1889
In 1886 all opium arriving in the harbour was to be reported to the
Harbour Master and accounted for. The opium trade was acerbated
by the triad groups from early days
and a permanent feature of
colonial life.(See detectives in
disguise left) More police stations
were constructed at Central, far-off Stanley and
from 1847 to 1886 eighteen stations were
constructed.
In the 1890's a number of Chinese
were recruited for the force from
Weihaiwei northern China as it
was thought that they would be
less intimidated by the triads.

Tender for Police Uniforms 1891

!

Finance Committee Police Pay 1891
The Pay of Indian Constables was raised:
Mr. Whitehead then asked―Will the Government lay upon the table the petition
received from the Indian members of the Police Force asking for an increase of pay,
and state on what grounds a reasonable increase has been refused, seeing that no
increase has been granted the Indian portion of the force since it was raised, while
the European members have had three increases and the Chinese one increase?
The Colonial Secretary―His Excellency the Acting Governor, after mature
consideration of the petition, decided that there were not sufficient grounds to
justify him in raising the salary of the men referred to, whose pay compares
favourably with that of similar bodies in other places, especially Singapore. His
Excellency, in the interests of discipline, deems it inexpedient to publish a petition
of this kind, thereby reopening subjects which have received careful consideration
by the responsible authorities and have been disposed of.
Aberdeen Police Station Architectural Drawings

Aberdeen Police Station Description
To reach the station it was necessary to climb a steep hill from the waterfront main
road. No doubt it served to limit fractious or frivolous complaints? The
accommodation included police offices, charge room, cells, armoury, CID; single
constable barrack room accommodation, canteen, kitchen, laundry and two married
quarters; See east MQ and constable quarters below.
The police station and its annexes and extensions are built in Neo-Classical
Colonial style with Arts and Crafts influence. The main building is a long rectangular
two-storey building with open front verandahs in red Canton brickwork with pitched
roofs. Tall chimney stacks project above the roofline. The brickwork is trimmed with
granite string courses and moulded projecting cornices. Verandah columns have
granite bases and capitals. Windows have granite cills and lintels and narrow strips
of granite on either side said to resemble Chinese couplets. Original casement
windows, metal balustrades and sun baffles still remain. The rear elevation is
plainer with an extended verandah roofed with Chinese tiles. The annex buildings
are all single-storey, built in a similar but simpler style to the main building with red
bricks, stone dressings, extended verandahs and Chinese tiled pitched roofs doors,
windows and Victorian style chimney stacks.

View on the verandahs was spectacular with a view over the harbour below.

Aberdeen Police Station Floor Plan.

Front Entrance,Canteen,Kitchen and Cage Today

Hong Kong Police Strength 1892

Police Jurisdiction Extended
Sanitation was not always the government's priority so in the spring of 1894
bubonic plague broke out in Tai Ping Shan Chinese district.The police were called
upon to bury the dead and evacuating the living and demolishing the wretched
dwellings. Seven police officers died from the plague. Tai Ping Shan brothels and
divans were heavily controlled by the triads. Police low pay inevitable lead to
extensive corruption.
On 24 May 1898 the British flag was raised in Weihaiwei while in June 1898 the New
Territories was leased for 99 years as an extension of the colony's boundaries and
not without strife between the natives and the new authority so the number of police
stations were extended. Chinese officers in Kowloon City continued to exercise
jurisdiction. In July the Viceroy in Canton issued regulations over the leased area
that Chinese authority remained.
On the death of 1901 Queen Victoria two more police stations were opened in Sai
Kung in July using a village house and in October replacing the flimsy structure in
Sha Tau Kok. To man the new stations 300 men were recruited including 113
Europeans although under 200 men were deployed to the New Territories.
By the end of the decade Hong Kong was living on commerce while industries
mainly associated with shipping and entrepot trade flourished together with small
Chinese industries increasing. In November 1903 Governor Blake retired leaving
behind an evolving administration development much of which remains today.

War Clouds Ahead
On outbreak of the WW I in 1914-18 many police officers volunteered to serve in
Europe but several never returned and paid the extreme sacrifice.
War even broke out in Wanchai in January 1918 when an
armed gang traded shots in Greeson Street killing two
European detectives, one sergeant and three constables.
Photo shows the bodies being taken away.
The sergeant in charge in Tai O was killed by an Indian
constable and then committed suicide.
On conclusion of WW I Central Police Station 'Tai Kwun' on
Hollywood Road was completed in 1919.
In 1925 KMT supporters against foreign privileges threatened Hong Kong stability.
With border resurgency incidents came a flood of refugees. Many expatriate police
officers came from depressed areas in Britain were not unsympathetic to the young
waifes and in 1926 formed the street Boy's Club in Tai Kwun providing shelter, a
small amount of money and clothes.
In 1936 a step was taken when ten Chinese probationary Sub-Inspectors were
recruited
In October 1938 the force was on alert from a possible Japanese attack and the
Japanese bombed Lo Wu hit the police cook-house killing an Indian constable
officer and twelve others. By 1939 another twenty-four Chinese probationary SubInspectors were recruited.
Hong Kong Police Strength 1939

Perfect Storm
Before Congress the US President said, "Yesterday, December 7th, 1941 -- a date
which will live in infamy -- the United States of America was suddenly and
deliberately attacked by naval and air forces of the Empire of Japan."
The following day 8 December 1941 Hong Kong resident's peaceful sunny morning
was rudely interrupted. Japanese planes released bombs on Hong Kong - Britain
too was at war with the Empire of Japan. This attack was no drill!
Aberdeen at War
The Japanese land attack progressed rapidly, Tai O and Cheung Chau stations were
evacuated. By 12 December most police officers in Kowloon had retreated to
reinforce the island as the Japanese shelled waterfront defences and bombed the
island. Central and PHQ was hit causing casualties. The staff on Green Island
magazine were relieved to Aberdeen aboard HMS Thracian. Another run from the
Green Island by the 'Jeanette' loaded with explosives but while sailing past
waterfront defences the ship became a casualty of 'friendly fire' killing all aboard.
On 13/12/41 Saturday 0900 the Japanese made the first of second demands for a
British surrender. On the second demand on 17 December the Gloucester Building
clock stopped. Aberdeen harbour was attacked by the air. At 0920 the Rajuputs
landed at Aberdeen greeted by General Maltby. The following day at 1600 Aberdeen
power station was hit and the Industrial School was shelled from a vessel. On the
following days two Aberdeen boatyards were hit by bombs and about 400 Chinese
residents were killed.
19/12/41 Friday 2031 The Governor's message to all HM Forces HK: "The time has
come to advance against the enemy.The eyes of the Empire are upon us. Be strong.
Be resolute and do your duty," The Japanese landed in Central District and Kennedy
Town.
21 /12/41 Sunday 1000 HMS Cicula was bombed and sinks in Lamma Channel.The
crew was saved by MTB 10 and served as infantry at Bennet's Hill to defend the
Aberdeen road from the east. At 1700 HE the Governor Young to Admiralty indicated
the enemy hold key positions in the hills.
Message from the Prime Minister, who is temporarily out of reach as follows:
To C.in C. and Governor of Hong Kong. "The eyes of the world are upon you. We
expect you to resist to the end.The honour of the empire is in your hands." Ends.
In essence; "You do the fighting and I will do the talking."
22/12/1941 Monday The enemy continued to press his attack with great energy.
Allied prisoners at Eucliff, Repulse Bay were massacred.
On Christmas Eve Wednesday 24 December the Japanese sent an early Xmas
present to the staff in Aberdeen Police Station by the way of shelling from Bennett's

Hill hitting the station.The station occupants evacuated under shelling via an air raid
tunnel at Shek Pai Wan cemetery. The OC Williamson and three Indian constables
stayed at the village. He found some damage at the station. After a report of fifth
columnists in Aberdeen and sinking craft in the harbour a police party re-occupied
Aberdeen police station.
25/12/1941 Thursday Hong Kong most sober Xmas in its century the dead were laid
out in the streets.
Governor's Xmas message: 'The Order of the Day is to hold fast.'
Motor torpedo boats were bombed at the Aberdeen pier station and bombs landed
in the station compound causing casualties. ASP. Wright-Nooth and party rejoined
the OC Station Williamson at Aberdeen but the damage to the station was believed
to be extensive. The party sheltered at the Dockyard A.R.P. tunnel.
After a defence of 17 days on 'Black' Christmas Day at 1643 the White Flag was
raised but the Japanese continued to fire. General Maltby & Governor Young
surrendered by candle light to General Sakai in the Peninsula Hotel renamed the
Toa. The formal laying down of arms took place at Japanese Tai Hang HQ at
1800.The 2nd MTB Flotilla accomplished a dramatic escape from Aberdeen on
Christmas Day 1941 ending with the flotilla being scuttled deep behind enemy lines
at Nanao.
26/12/1940 Friday Boxing Day during the following days hiatus conscientious
Lance-Sergeant Leslie was shot while on patrol with Weihaiwei officers trying to
prevent looting in Upper Levels and at 0045 bloodied Stanley forces finally
capitulated and at 0200 operations ceased.
27/12/1940 Saturday the Japanese Flag was raised in Central.
On 5 January 1941 those considered enemy civilians Allied nationals and police
were interned at the Stanley Internment Camp for the remaining of the ugly war
suffering hunger, boredom and deprivations.
The tables were turned when it was the Japanese
militarism was checked when the Empire of Japan
surrendered on 14 August 1945.
New Tensions
New tensions arose with the establishment of the PRC in 1949. Hong Kong's
authorities ban on opium smoking made a gift horse into the mouth to the triads
and Shanghai gangs who had collaborated with the Japanese. Hong Kong was
helped by colossal immigration of Chinese refugees formed a reservoir of labour
many from Shanghai who brought expertise and industrial growth was rapid. It left
Hong kong remained an oasis of the capitalist system surrounded by planned
economies.

Aberdeen Police Station 1960 to 1969
The station was decommissioned in 1969 after the construction of
the new Wong Chuk Hang Police Station. The old building was
given a further lease of life and used as a Police Detective and
Marine Training Centre and in 1986 was designated Marine South
Station. During this period the building was once temporarily
occupied by the Financial Investigation Group of the Narcotics
Bureau in 1989. From 1987 to 1994, the premises were left vacant
until 1995. See detectives in disguise on patrol 1960s.
Aberdeen Police Station Aerial Photos 1960

Whispers from the Past
Ivan Writes
I took over as SDI/Aberdeen from Charlie Johnston in 1961. I lived in the right hand
married quarters of two. I shared the quarter with Ron Redpath who was an
Instructor at the PTS. The other quarter was occupied by Ivor Aquilina (SB) wife and
daughter.
In Chinese New Year 1962 I was directed by the DS/W with some
additional help to carry out gambling raids on all vessels in
Aberdeen harbour. We just hopped from one vessel to the next and
searched about 2,000 vessels and found only two junk owners with
playing cards but no money. After CNY it was something to behold
the organisation of the fishermen's departure at full speed ahead.

As to the gambling raids, when the subject raised with the DS, I was left in no doubt
as to our visits were expected! We also had a cholera outbreak and all the fisher folk
came ashore for injections at the government clinic near the old Aberdeen Market.
The vaccine soon ran out. I had planned to advise the hundreds still wailing for
injection that the medical staff had to have some rest, when out came one of the
cleaner fokis and just said, "Clear off we have run out of the stuff come back
tomorrow." To my surprise they calmly walked away without a word of complaint.
Carl Writes
As you know Aberdeen was closest nick to PTS. On a cold winters's day a fresh
faced young 'bong baan' was finishing his UB shift coming into the station with his
S/Sgt. As they got into the back of the station the S/Sgt became nervous and shifted
the one pipper away from the back of the canteen. Wary, the bong baan pushed past
the S/Sgt and looked at the objects behind the canteen. Left dumped, still oozing
blood were about four dog's heads near the food bins. Welcome to the local diet.
Tom Writes
I recall the dangerous nature of the drive from street level up to the old Aberdeen
Police Station. In mid-December 1965 DPC WONG Kun-ming of CID Western died
when the driver of a Police Landrover in which DPC Wong was a passenger missed
a gear change and the vehicle plunged down the hill. I shall never forget the sight of
his fiancée in tears as his coffin was lowered into his grave at the Hong Kong
[Catholic] Cemetery in Happy Valley.
Tony Writes
I was the last SDI of the 'Old Station' and first into the new. I was made SDI
Aberdeen in August 1968 and remained there for three years until October 1971. I
sometimes wondered if PHQ had forgotten where I was!
Ann and I occupied the MQ on the left which had glorious views across two flame of
the forest trees which stood in front of the PC's Barrack Room to the floating
restaurant in the harbour. Our arrangement had the sitting room on the right
(nearest the stairs) and the other two rooms were bedrooms,
Our son, Ben was born there on 10th of the 10th 1968 and was celebrated by the
rather right wing Kai Fongs by drinking large draughts of our Napoleon Brandy on
the verandah. One of Ann's outstanding memories was a visit by Ho Sap Sheung village elder and owner of the ginger factory on Ap Lei Chau, on the birth of our first
son. He visited us at the flat in his long black robes to offer felicitations on the
happy and lucky event. it was around 10 o'clock in the morning. We asked him what
he would like to drink - "a brandy of course" - Ann offered him a glass and the bottle
and he filled the glass - tumbler size - and downed it in one! Our days at the old
station were very happy indeed. The quarters, whilst old
fashioned, were a delight and we had an open fire in the
sitting room which we had to light on Christmas Day 1968
despite it being the hottest Christmas Day on record!

Perhaps the single main event while I was there was the move from
the ʻOld Stationʼ to the new premises. The official opening took
place on Friday 19th September 1969 officiated by CP Sutcliffe OBE,
QPM. John Browett was ACP HKI. The ribbon cutting was performed
by the CP and eight Kai Fong leaders from Ap Li Chau, Aberdeen
and Tin Wan and Fisherman'sʼ Mutual Association.
Not surprising the two lions Darby & Joan donated to the old
Aberdeen station went walk about.
We had many famous visitors including Tommy Trinder, James Mason and Shirley
MacLaine, the latter accompanied by Frank Knight, who else?
Norman Writes
Our crowd in the mid-late '60s under the auspices of the Gregans, held our New
Year's do's there, dancing (jumping up and down - can you imagine? (a dreadful and
afflicting sight). Those were the Days, neh?
Stuart Writes
I used to be a tenant of the old Aberdeen Police Station - I was the SP NB FIG, a 20strong unit that worked out of the station for two years.
Even at that time, some 20 years ago now, the roof was leaking badly in parts;
buckets and tubs under the leaks. (It still does and GPA is selling the bat guano who
have regrouped inside).
The perimeter fence was falling and rusting and one weekend we caught two 'doyaus' using the place to indulge their heroin addiction.
Did you know that the old Aberdeen police station does have quite a reputation
amongst the older Aberdeen residents as being haunted? The story is that the
Japanese military executed a number of locals (unknown personalities or how
many) in the back yard of the station abutting the rear fencing against the hill side.
Apparently they were rudely buried there and then - within the grounds of the
station. The rumour is that there have been 'sightings' of ghosts by watchmen of a
night. Spooky stuff!

Aberdeen Police Station 1995 to 2011
The old station has been used since 1995 by the WarehouseTeenage Club a registered
charitable non-profit making youth centre for youngster between the ages of 13 and 25. It
is one of the member organizations of Wofoo Social Enterprises.

Aberdeen Police Station Warehouse Usage
There has been little change to the building. Only one wall has been modified at the
MQ east side.Tony returns in 1997 below.

The Future
Local flat developers have already grabbed many sites in Aberdeen. The only
answer is to find the correct balance between traditional heritage preservation and
innovation? It is time to charm the ferryman of Hades and row across the Styx and
make it a reality?
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